In this paper, we deal with a class of inequality problems for dynamic frictional contact between a piezoelectric body and a foundation. The model consists of a system of the hemivariational inequality of hyperbolic type for the displacement, the time dependent elliptic equation for the electric potential. The contact is modeled by a general normal damped response condition and a friction law, which are nonmonotone, possibly multivalued and have the subdifferential form. The existence of a weak solution to the model is proved by embedding the problem into a class of second-order evolution inclusions and by applying a surjectivity result for multivalued operators.
Introduction
In the paper we investigate the dynamic process of frictional contact between a deformable body and a foundation. The body is assumed to be viscoelastic with a linear elasticity operator and a nonlinear viscosity operator. The contact is modeled with a general normal damped response condition. The dependence of the normal stress on the normal velocity is assumed to have nonmonotone character of the subdifferential form. We model the friction assuming that the tangential shear on the contact surface is given as a nonmonotone and possibly multivalued function of the tangential velocity.
The novelty of the paper is in dealing with a model which couples the viscoelastic and piezoelectric properties of the material with nonmonotone possibly multivalued boundary conditions. Because of the latter the mathematical problem is formulated as a system of the hemivariational inequality of hyperbolic type for the displacement, the time dependent elliptic boundary value problem for the electric potential.
We mention that the description of models about piezoelectric phenomena can be found in [11, 17] and the dynamic viscoelastic contact problems without piezoelectric effects were studied in [4] [5] [6] 12, [14] [15] [16] and the references therein. The quasistatic contact problems for piezoelectric bodies have been considered in [8, 18] . The dynamic problems for viscoelastic piezoelectric materials were treated in [1, 13, 20] .
The paper is organized as follows. After the preliminary material of Section 2, in Section 3 we state the mechanical problem and describe the classical model for the process. We also derive the variational formulation of the model and state the hypotheses. The formulation of the hemivariational inequality is given in Section 4. The main existence result for an abstract evolution inclusion is established in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we provide some examples of a superpotential generating the subdifferential boundary condition, which satisfy our hypotheses. 
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the notions and recall some definitions needed in the sequel.
Let X be a Banach space with a norm · X . The dual space of X is denoted by X * and ·,· X * ×X is the duality pairing of X and X * . By L(X, X * ) we denote the class of linear and bounded operators from X to X * . For a set U ⊂ X we define U X = sup{ u X : u ∈ U }.
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let V be a dense subspace of H carrying the structure of a separable reflexive Banach space with continuous embedding V ⊂ H . Identifying H with its dual, the triple of spaces (V , H, V * ) is called an evolution triple (cf. [19] ). Moreover, we assume that the embedding V ⊂ H is compact (and hence also H ⊂ V * compactly).
Given a finite time interval (0, T ), T > 0 and an evolution triple (V , H, V * ), we define the spaces V = L 2 (0, T ; V ), H = L 2 (0, T ; H) and W = {ω ∈ V: ω ∈ V * }, where the time derivative involved in the definition is understood in the sense of vector-valued distributions. We have the following continuous embeddings: W ⊂ V ⊂ H ⊂ V * . Equipped with the norm υ W = υ V + υ V * the space W becomes a separable reflexive Banach space. It is well known (cf. e.g. [19] ) that the space W is embedded continuously in C (0, T ; H). Moreover, since V is embedded compactly in H , then so is W in H (cf. [19] (ii) T is upper semicontinuous from each finite dimensional subspace of Y into Y * endowed with the weak topology; 
The following surjectivity result (see Papageorgiou, Papalini and Renzacci [9] ) for L pseudomonotone operators will be used in our existence theorems. 
Here and everywhere in this paper the indices i, j, k, l run from 1 to d. 
where ε : 
The spaces H, H, H 1 and H 1 are Hilbert spaces equipped with the inner products 
Similarly, for a tensor field σ : Ω → S d , we define its normal and tangential components by
We also recall that the following Green formula holds
Problem statement
In this section we describe the piezoelectric problem with normal damped response and friction and give its variational formulation. f denotes the density of body forces. For simplicity, we assume also free electric charges.
The governing equations of piezoelectricity consist of the equations of motion, equilibrium equation, constitutive relations, strain-displacement and electric field-potential relations. We suppose that the accelerations in the system are not negligible and therefore the process is dynamic.
The equation of motion for the stress field and the equilibrium equation for the electric displacement field are respectively, given by
, represent the stress tensor and the electric displacement field, respectively. Recall also that Div is the divergence operator for tensor-valued functions given by Div σ = (σ ij, j ) and div stands for the divergence operator for vector-valued
The stress-charge form of piezoelectric constitutive relations describes the behavior of the material and have the form
is the electric permittivity operator with the dielectric
We use here the notation P T to denote the transpose of the tensor P given by Pτ · υ = τ :
The elastic strain-displacement and electric field-potential relations are given by
) denote the linear strain tensor and the electric vector field, respectively. Here
and ϕ : Ω → R are the displacement vector field and the electric potential, respectively. On the contact surface Γ C , we consider the subdifferential boundary conditions. We assume that the normal stress σ N and the normal velocity u N satisfy the nonmonotone normal damped response condition of the form 
Denoting by u 0 and u 1 the initial displacement and the initial velocity, respectively, the classical formulation of the mechanical model can be stated as follows: find a displacement field u :
where n denotes the outward unit normal to Γ . Because of the Clarke subdifferential in (10), the above problem will be formulated as a hemivariational inequality and then it will be embedded into a more general class of second order evolution inclusions.
We now pass to the variational formulation of the problem (1)- (11) . We introduce the spaces for the displacement and the electric potential: 
is also a Hilbert space.
Assuming sufficient regularity of the functions involved in the problem (1)- (11), multiplying (1) by v ∈ V and using the Green formula, we obtain
Since, by (6) , (9), (10), we have
Next, we obtain
and using (3), (9), (10), we have
where (2), again by using Green formula and (4), we have
So we obtain the following variational formulation:
We impose the following hypotheses.
H(A): The elasticity tensor field
Moreover, we suppose
In the hypotheses H( j N ) and H( j T ) the symbol ∂ j denotes the Clarke subdifferential of j with respect to the variable ξ .
The existence theorem for the problem (14) will be a consequence of a more general result which we state in Section 4 and prove in Section 5.
Formulation of hemivariational inequality
Before passing to the statement and the proof of our existence theorem we need some auxiliary results on the properties of operators and functions appearing in the problem (14) .
We define the following bilinear forms p :
Then we have 
Since the form d is bilinear and continuous, the conclusion follows from the Lax-Milgram Lemma. 2
Let us observe that if u, u ∈ V and
. From Lemma 2, we obtain the following result for the time dependent variational equation. 
Corollary 3. If H(D), H(P) hold and u
∈ C (0, T ; V ), then the problem find ϕ ∈ C (0, T ; Φ) such that d ϕ(t), ψ = p u(t)ϕ ∈ V * such that p T (ϕ, v) = P ϕ, v V * ×V for all v ∈ V and P ∈ L(Φ, V * ). We observe that p T (ϕ, v) = P T ∇ϕ, ε(v) H = Ω P T ∇ϕ : ε(v) dx = Ω Pε(v) · ∇ϕ dx = Pε(v), ∇ϕ H = p(v, ϕ) for all v ∈ V , ϕ ∈ Φ.
Lemma 5. Under the hypothesis H(B), the operator B defined by (16) satisfies H(B): B
The proofs of Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 can be found in [16] . We also remark that if H(O) is satisfied, then (H 0 ) holds, where
We are now in a position to reformulate the system (14) . Since for u ∈ V such that u ∈ W, the second equation in (14) is uniquely solvable (cf. Corollary 3), we have
Then the problem (14) has the following form:
We provide a result on the properties of the operator G.
Lemma 6. Under hypotheses H(A), H(D) and H(P), the operator G : V → V * defined by (17) satisfies H(G): G : V → V * is a bounded, linear, symmetric and coercive operator,
The proof of Lemma 6 can be found in [20] .
Let us consider the functional
J : (0, T ) × L 2 (Γ C ; R d ) → R defined by J (t, v) = Γ C j N x, t, v N (x) + j T x, t, v T (x) dΓ (x)(19)for t ∈ (0, T ) and v ∈ L 2 (Γ C ; R d ).
Lemma 7. Suppose that H( j N ) and H( j T ) hold, then the functional J defined by (19) satisfies H( J ):
J : (0, T ) × L 2 (Γ C ; R d ) → R is a functional such that (i) J (·, v) is measurable for all v ∈ L 2 (Γ C ; R d ) and J (·, 0) ∈ L 1 (0, T ); (ii) J (
t, ·) is well defined and locally Lipschitz (in fact, Lipschitz on bounded subsets of L
where J
The proof of Lemma 7 can be found in [16] .
We associate the hemivariational inequality (18) 
We consider the following evolution inclusion: 
Proposition 8. Under hypotheses H( J ) (i), (ii) and (v), every solution to problem (21) is a solution to the hemivariational inequality (18).
Proof. Let u ∈ V be a solution to (21) 
Using the latter in the equality u (t)
, v V * ×V , we deduce that u is a solution to (18). 2
Existence of solutions to hemivariational inequality
The goal of this section is to show an existence result for the evolution inclusion (21) . We start the study of (21) with a priori estimates for the solutions. (21) , then
Proposition 9. Under the hypotheses H(B), H(G), H( J ) and (H 0 ), if u is a solution to problem
with a positive constant C .
Proof. Let u be a solution to (21) . Since u (t) ∈ V , we take the duality brackets with u (t) ∈ V and integrating over (0, t) for any t ∈ (0, T ), we have
From the integration by parts formula, we get
By the symmetry and coercivity of G, it follows that
Moreover, from the Young's inequality, we have
for α > 0. Keeping in mind the above bounds and exploiting the coercivity of B (cf. H(B)(iv)), we have
Combining this inequality with (23), it follows that
Hence and from the equality u(t)
To finish the proof it is enough to show the estimate on u V * . Since u is a solution,
from H(B)(iii), H(G) and H( J )(iii),
we have
whereβ > 0 is the embedding constant of Z * into V * . Combining (24), (25) and (26), we obtain (22), which completes the proof of the proposition. 2
Theorem 10. Under the hypotheses H(B), H(G), H( J )
and (H 0 ), the problem (21) admits a solution.
Proof. Let us define the operator
The problem (21) can be formulated as follows:
We note that z ∈ W is a solution to (27) if and only if u = K z satisfies (21) . Therefore, in what follows, we will show the existence of solutions to (27).
Let us assume that u 1 ∈ V and define the following operators:
for v ∈ V. From (27) we obtain the following inclusion:
It is clear that z ∈ W solves (27) if and only if z − u 1 ∈ W is a solution to (31). Let us consider the operator L : We now continue the proof of Theorem 10.
Claim 1 (T is bounded operator).
The fact that the operator T maps bounded subsets of V into bounded V * follows from Lemmata 11(i), 12(i), 13(i) and the continuity of the embedding Z * ⊂ V * .
Claim 2 (T is coercive). Let v
This yields the coercivity of T . 
Claim 3 (T is pseudomonotone with respect to D(L)
Let {v n } ⊂ T − (K ) and assume that v n → v in V. We can find η n ∈ T v n ∩ K for all n ∈ N and by definition we have
Since {v n } is bounded in V and T is a bounded operator (by Claim 1), we know that the sequence {η n } is bounded in V * .
Hence we may assume that
since K is weakly closed in V * . Moreover, by Lemma 13(i) we know that {ξ n } is bounded in Z * and again we may suppose
Hence and from the fact that v n → v in Z (recall that V ⊂ Z continuously), by Lemma 13(iv), we obtain ξ ∈ N 1 v. Next, from the demicontinuity of B 1 (cf. Lemma 11(iii)) and the continuity of G 1 (cf. Lemma 12(ii)), we have
From these convergences, (33) and (34), passing to the limit in (32) we get
endowed with the weak topology.
To conclude the proof that T is pseudomonotone with respect to D(L), it is enough to show condition (iv) in the definition of pseudomonotonicity (see Preliminaries). Let {z n } ⊂ D(L), z n → z weakly in W * and assume that lim sup η n , z n − z V * ×V 0.
(36) So η n = B 1 z n + G 1 z n + ξ n where ξ n ∈ N 1 z n for all n ∈ N.
Since N 1 is a bounded map (cf. Lemma 13(i)) and {z n } is bounded in V, we know that {ξ n } remains in a bounded subset of Z * . By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may suppose that ξ n → ξ weakly in Z * .
Since V ⊂ Z compactly, from Theorem 5.1, Chapter 1 of Lions [7] , we have that W ⊂ Z compactly. Thus we may assume
From (37), (38) and Lemma 13(iv) we deduce that ξ ∈ N 1 z. From Lemma 13(i) and (38), we have
with somec 5 > 0. On the other hand, by the monotonicity of G 1 (cf. Lemma 12(iv)) and (38), we obtain
Combining condition (36) with (39) and (40), we infer that
From the L-pseudomonotonicity of B 1 (cf. Lemma 11(iv)), we have
and
From (41), the weak continuity of G 1 (cf. Lemma 12(v)) and (37), we conclude that
This together with ξ ∈ N 1 z implies η ∈ T z. Moreover, we also have Since V is a strictly convex Banach space, from Claim 1, by Proposition 1, we deduce that problem (31) has a solution z ∈ D(L), so z + u 1 solves (27), and u = K (z + u 1 ) is a solution of (21) in the case when u 1 ∈ V .
Next, we suppose that u 1 ∈ H . We can use the priori estimate of Proposition 9 and proceed analogously in the proof of Theorem 6 of [12] . 2
From Proposition 8 and Theorem 10, we have the following (14) admits at least one solution.
Corollary 14. Under the hypotheses H(A), H(B), H(D), H(P), H( j N ), H( j T ) and H(O), the problem

Examples
In this section we provide some examples of function which satisfy those contact conditions. Concerning the relation (10), we mention that a simple case of the nonmonotone one-dimensional friction law, which holds on the part Γ C of the boundary Γ of a plane body Ω ⊂ R 2 , was considered by Panagiotopoulos in Section 7.2 of [10] .
In this case the law of the form
where p T is a function satisfying the same conditions as in H(p N ), appears in the tangential direction of the adhesive interface and describes the partial cracking and crushing of the adhesive bonding material. Here the function j T : R → R
